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• comics & graphic
novels / horror /
anthology
• black & white art
• 352 pages
• 6.625” × 10.25”

The Crossroads
at Midnight
Written and illustrated by Abby Howard

• trade paperback
• die-cut cover
• available February
2021
• young adult
readers

US $18.00
CAN $23.00
978-1-945820-68-7

Have caution when
reaching into the
darkness. You never know
what waits for you at the
crossroads at midnight.

In this collection of evocative, unnerving slice-of-life horror, five stories explore
what happens when one is desperate enough to seek solace in the unnatural.
The Girl in the Fields features a lonely teen girl who talks to a strange friend
through a fence at the edge of her family’s farm. She then finds out that her
friend is the spirit of a girl who was sacrificed to the land by the farmer next
door.
In Mattress, Used, a grad student busy with finals brings home a discarded
mattress. While she sleeps on it, a creature manifests in her room and asks
for her skin. She awakens to find a mysterious rash where the creature has
touched her, and it keeps getting worse.
The Strange Boy from the Sea follows misfit Nia as she meets a new friend
on the beach with magic powers over water. Her older sister worries about the
strange boy and how he only wants to meet Nia at alone at night. The sisters
learn that this isn’t a normal boy but a creature from the sea which leads a
child to their doom every 30 years, only to use their form to lure the next child
into the sea.
A family cares for a lake monster in Our Lake Monster. The family was once
wealthy while touring with the monster, but an accident has left them poor
and on the run. The youngest daughter still believes the monster meant no
harm, and feels a special bond with it. Her faith is misplaced, though, and her
attempt to save the monster from scientists and authorities only leads to death
and misfortune.
Kindred Spirits focuses on an old woman who lives alone and isolated near
a bog. Mummified bodies from beneath the swam visit her at night and, while
they are odd, she is happy for the company. That is, until they reveal they were
once lonely like her, and try to drag her into the bog to join them.

• comics & graphic
novels / slice of life
• black & white art
• 240 pages
• 7” × 7”
• trade paperback
• available February
2021

Julian in
Purgatory
Written and illustrated by Jon Allen

• young adult
readers

US $15.00
CAN $19.00
978-1-945820-74-8

Julian is going to change his
life! Get off the couch, get a
job, stop disappointing his
girlfriend and his family. But
first: maybe a couple of pills.

Eternal screwup Julian has burned his last bridge in his small Midwestern
hometown and he’s on the streets, broke and alone. When a poorly thought
out drug heist goes as badly as you’d expect, he’s forced to confront his demons
and decide if he truly wants to stay in this self-made purgatory forever.
• REALISTIC ADDICTION THEMES: Cartoonist Jon Allen deftly balances an
accurate representation of the cycles of drug addiction with a humor and
lightness that makes it easier to take for younger readers (and a fast-paced
read!).
• NUANCED CHARACTERS: Avoiding a common pitfall with addiction stories
for teens, the characters making up Julian’s world are richly layered, rarely
doing exactly what you expect, and consistently play against type. The book
works as both a warning about addiction and a literary treat on the merits.
• ENTRY-LEVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL: Packs a powerful story into a very small
space that belies its hefty page count. With just a handful of words and a few
panels per page, the book is perfect for fans of teen literary fiction who want
to try graphic novels but aren’t sure where to start.
• NO-PRESSURE SEQUEL: Julian in Purgatory is a companion piece to Allen’s
previous graphic novel from Iron Circus, The Lonesome Era, but it’s not a
direct sequel. The shared setting and a few supporting characters will give
fans something extra while remaining a standalone book for new readers,
with no prior knowledge required.
• APPEALING, GIFT-WORTHY SIZE: A square format and thick page count
immediately sets Allen’s work apart from other graphic novels, making it
perfect for eye-catching table stacks and an impressive gift that sits perfectly
next to The Lonesome Era in home collections.
• INVITING ARTWORK: Allen’s pleasantly rounded cartoony style encourages
a deep dive into the fully lived-in decrepit industrial town he’s created,
smoothing out its highly detailed rough edges for a more absorbing read.

• comics &
graphic novels
/ paranormal /
thriller
• full color art
• 190 pages
• 6” × 9”
• trade paperback
• gold foil on cover
• available now

Last
Dance
Written and illustrated by Hanna Schroy

• middle-grade
readers

US $12.00
CAN $15.00
978-1-945820-72-4

“For years, I’ve watched ballerinas
from this room. I want what you
want. I wish to join them.”

An injured ballerina uses the aid of a dark spirit to regain her title as prima
ballerina, but it comes with a cost!
• SMART MIDDLE GRADE CHILLS: A mix of Goosebumps-style horror with
Mean Girls realness, Last Dance is thoughtful, character-driven horror for
kids who love the scary stuff but need a lighter step into it. Its artfully realized
theme of the dangerous, gripping power of dark thoughts takes shape in a
safe, kid-centric ghost story about “leveling up” your skills and learning to
work with others.
• GRACEFUL DANCE VISUALS: Hannah’s confident, fluid linework beautifully
illustrates pages upon pages of ballet scenes, making it perfect for young
dancers and ballet fans who will follow along with each pirouette.
• INSPIRING STORY ARC: Taking inspiration from the “be careful what you
wish for” strain of horror that’s always been popular with young readers,
Last Dance takes a sharp turn away with a main character who earns real
growth and emotional maturity throughout the story. It’s delightfully creepy
horror with a genuinely sweet message.
• EYE-CATCHING ART: A showstopping cover teases the story with its clever
depiction of Miriam’s dance and the darkness that’s tempting her. Hannah’s
dynamic, inventive panel layouts keep readers engaged and turning pages.

• comics & graphic
novels / horror /
adventure / urban
fantasy
• black & white art
• 432 pages
• 6.625” × 10.25”
• trade paperback

The Last
Halloween:
Children
Written and illustrated by Abby Howard

• available October
2020
• young adult
readers

US $25.00
CAN $32.00
978-1-945820-66-3

“It’s Halloween. No one’s
going to look twice at
a bunch of child-sized
creatures carrying a corpse.”

For every human on Earth, there is a monster.
Now, the barrier keeping them at bay has been broken, and the horrific hordes
have descended upon humanity, wreaking bloody havoc everywhere they
stomp, slither, or squish across the planet.
Chased out into the night, ten-year-old Mona meets some very strange new
friends: a ghoul, a vampire, and her own monster. She may not be equipped
for it, but it’s up to Mona to save the world with this team of fellow weirdos
by her side. Perhaps they will succeed. Or perhaps this will be . . . The Last
Halloween!
• PRIMED FANBASE: Abby Howard is a prolific cartoonist with over 30,000
social media followers and nearly 8,000 crowdfunding backers across five
successful projects. Abby’s fans are ready for a beautiful and complete
bookshelf edition of one of her most popular works that has been running
online since 2014.
• SEASONAL FUN: A delightfully gothic tale with truly horrific monsters, The
Last Halloween is a new Halloween classic, perfect for seasonal displays
during the most ghoulish time of year.
• WIDE APPEAL: Though it’s made for oddball kids who don’t mind standing
out from the rest of the class, Mona’s adventures are great for adults who
love smart humor and the lighter side of horror.
• CLASSIC ADVENTURE: Mona’s story is a true hero’s journey, starting from
her call to action and reluctance to answer. With a silly and endearing team
of “good” monsters by her side, her quest is a comfortably classic arc with a
dark aesthetic full of unexpected twists and turns.
• INVITING ARTWORK: Abby’s energetic cartooning makes her characters
come alive for an immersive visual storytelling experience. With a style that
can turn from goofy to grim on every page, The Last Halloween keeps
readers on their toes in a richly imagined world they’ll want to stay in for a
while.
• PROVEN TRACK RECORD: Through her science-based graphic novel series,
Earth Before Us, Abby has established herself as a favorite author for younger
readers, garnering rave reviews with each new volume.

• comics & graphic
novels / fantasy /
folklore / anthology
• black & white art
• 256 pages
• 6” × 9”
• trade paperback
• available April
2021
• middle-grade
readers

The Night
Marchers
and Other
Oceanian Stories
Edited by Kel McDonald, Kate Ashwin, and
Sloane Leong

US $15.00
CAN $19.00
978-1-945820-79-3

Ghostly warriors, angry gods,
and monstrous tyrants? That’s
just the start!

In this thrilling and witty comics collection, some of storytelling’s finest talents
reimagine classic folklore from the Pacific with a modern twist.
• AUTHENTIC OWN VOICES: Stories are told from the voices of primarily
Filipino and Pacific islander artists and writers, making a book of folklore that
comes from lived experience in the region and firsthand knowledge of the
stories as they’re passed down through the generations.
• DIVERSIFIES FOLKLORE SHELVES: Broadens kids’ understanding of global
folklore beyond the overrepresented stories most frequently featured in
anthologies.
• HIGH-INTEREST: Presents a series of hilarious and high-energy modernized
versions of classic tales that will keep kids reading until the end. The
dynamically illustrated stories remove the “scholastic” aspect that can turn
off kids when introducing them to folklore.
• ESTABLISHED BRAND: The fourth entry in a popular middle grade series
that’s going strong, Night Marchers builds on this brand recognition and
will sell to kids looking for “the next one.”
• TONAL RANGE: Not simply a collection of “straight” retellings, the book
features broad reinterpretations that include cartoony humor, magic,
adventure, sci-fi, and suspense. Each artist brings their own unique style for
the book, providing a dizzying array of visuals on even the quickest flipthrough.
• WINNING FORMAT: Meets the growing demand for Common Core-aligned
graphic novels that middle grade readers will self-select.

• comics & graphic
novels / erotica /
romance / LGBT
• full color art
• 328 pages
• 5.5” × 8.125”
• trade paperback
• available now
• adults only
(explicit sexuality)

Patience
& Esther
An Edwardian
Romance
Written and illustrated by S.W. Searle

US $20.00
CAN $26.00
978-1-945820-70-0

“Do you have any idea how long
I watched you, longed for you?”

Sensual, sweet, and beautifully illustrated, Patience & Esther is a steamy
period romance and an inspirational erotic journey across the epic sweep of
history, from the end of a gilded age to the start of an uncharted future.
• SWEEPING LOVE STORY: Patience and Esther’s same-sex, multiracial
romance is a heartfelt, real relationship between two people who under
ordinary circumstances could never be together. But they enthusiastically
embrace their budding feelings from the start, motivating their adventure to
come.
• BODY-POSITIVE EROTICA: Not just sex-positive but body-positive, Patience
& Esther features realistically drawn characters of different body types and
sizes for a joyously inclusive erotic read. The way Searle portrays bodies (and
sex) is natural and respectful to the characters.
• REVOLUTIONARY THEMES: Set in a time of massive social change, the story
highlights still urgently relevant themes of class, race, sexual orientation, and
social mobility in a hopeful way.
• EDWARDIAN SETTING: Perfect for fans of Downton Abbey, Upstairs
Downstairs, and other Edwardian dramas, the book captures our fascination
with the time period and shows us (finally!) what was happening behind the
locked doors, with the same uplifting spirit.
• FAN FOLLOWING: In her relatively short career, Searle’s contributions to
anthologies and popular websites like The Nib and Oh Joy Sex Toy have
netted her a devoted fan following, with thousands of social media followers
and enthusiastic praise across the comics community.

• comics &
graphic novels
/ educational /
cooking
• black & white art
• 228 pages
• 6” × 9”

The Poorcraft
Cookbook
Written and illustrated by Nero Villagallos
O’Reilly

• trade paperback
• available March
2022
• middle-grade
readers

US $15.00
CAN $19.00
978-1-945820-93-9

The oft-requested
third installment of the
Poorcraft series is finally
here: A comic book guide
to cookery on a budget!

The Poorcraft series is the essential comic book guide to practical urban
and suburban frugality! We’ve shown you how to live better, travel better,
and now? Get ready to learn how to eat better on the cheap with The
Poorcraft Cookbook. A comprehensive guide featuring recipes from
around the world, vegetarian and vegan meals, food shopping guides,
equipment ideas — even a few cocktail mixers! Whether you’re new to
independent living, a recent college graduate or just downshifting to a
simpler lifestyle, Poorcraft comics can help you with everything from
finding a home to finding a hobby, dinner to debt relief, education to
entertainment.
• A NEW INSTALLMENT IN A POPULAR SERIES: The previous
installments in the Poorcraft series are evergreen steady sellers, with
multiple print runs.
• ALWAYS IN DEMAND: Someone is always turning 18 somewhere!
(Or 21, or 25, or retiring at 65 and looking to trim their expenses to
match their new income.)
• ACCESSIBLE LEARNING THAT DOESN’T INTIMIDATE: Comics are
an incredible medium for education, which the Poorcraft series has
always taken advantage of. Readers reluctant to tackle a hefty textbook
will be more open to reading a comic with the same information.

• comics & graphic
novels / fantasy
/ adventure /
comedy
• full color art
• 104 pages
• 6” x 9”
• trade paperback

Real
Hero Shit
Written and illustrated by Kendra Wells

• available February
2022
• mature readers

US $10.00
CAN $13.00
978-1-945820-82-3

A tongue-in-cheek
fantasy adventure!

Bastard Prince Eugene has decided on a whim that he will be a hero . . . much to
the dismay of the adventuring party of Michel, Hocus, and Ani. But the decision
is out of their hands, and they’re forced to take him along on their travels. Life
on the road is different than Eugene expected, but there’s no time to wallow in
pouty disappointment; townsfolk are going missing. It’s the perfect opportunity
for the prince to save the day, and even make his companions some coin! But
unfortunately, his royal highness is about to learn the system that kept him
safe in his silk-sheeted bed isn’t particularly concerned with the well-being of
anyone who isn’t him. A funny, moving, tongue-in-cheek fantasy adventure!
• VIBRANT AND EXPESSIVE ART: A mixture of anime and American
cartooning influences, Kendra’s signature style is open, appealing, and
inviting to readers that grew up on YA manga, but might now be looking for
something more mature in the growing adult GN market.
• MIX OF COMEDY AND ADVENTURE: A proven winning combination in the
adult GN market, particularly in stories that play out in role playing-inspired,
fantasy settings.
• QUEER REPRESENTATION: An #OwnVoices work with the content so many
readers yearn for; a reflection of themselves in the fiction they consume, or
otherwise, a peek into the lives of others, told in a knowledgeable, sensitive,
and informed way.
• POPULAR CREATOR: Kendra Wells enjoys a large social media following of
over 25,000 fans on Twitter, due to their humor, political commentary, and
creative work for clients such as Dropout TV’s Dimension 20.

• comics & graphic
novels / urban
fantasy
• full color art
• 152 pages
• 6” × 9”
• trade paperback

Stars, Hide
Your Fire
Written by Kel McDonald, illustrated by Jose
Pimienta

• available October
2021
• middle-grade
readers

US $15.00
CAN $19.00
978-1-945820-89-2

Two modern-day kids and their
100-year-old new friend race the
clock against a fae trickster out
to upend their post-high school
lives before they can start!

Andrea and Darra live in a dead-end Massachusetts town, ready to graduate
high school with hopeful (but slim) dreams of escape. Everything’s going
according to plan until a chance encounter with a fae named Carmen changes
everything! Carmen promises Andrea eternal life, but a mysterious young boy
named Liam shows up claiming he had also made a deal with Carmen, and
it didn’t go well . . . 100 years ago. Liam must convince his new friends of
Carmen’s evil nature before Andrea is tricked into a fae bargain that will upend
her new life before it even starts.
• RELATABLE MODERN FANTASY: Fitting into its own genre or not-quite
urban fantasy, this is a story of magic, twisty schemes, and a centuriesspanning grudge match set in modern-day small town that most young adults
can relate to.
• INDIE COMICS CREDENTIALS: Writer Kel McDonald has a long list of
comics industry bonafides including an Eisner Award nomination, widely
viewed webcomics, big name licensed titles, and an editorial pedigree from
the smash hit middle grade anthology series, Cautionary Fables and
Fairytales. Kel is plugged in to the indie comics scene with a strong 4,000+
following online.
• EVOCATIVE ART: Similar in feel to the work of Jillian Tamaki or Tillie Walden,
Jose Pimienta’s soft-lined artwork is highly detailed and literary, cartoony
enough to be inviting and appealing while realistic enough to ground you in
the story’s fantasy elements. After a few pages it’s easy to feel like you live in
the story’s post-industrial town along with Andrea and Darra.
• RESONANT THEMES: Though it’s fantasy through-and-through, the story’s
heart lies with its main characters and the pressure of their small-town setting.
Stars, Hide Your Fire is for any young adult who can remember yearning to
get away and the ache when that dream was in jeopardy.
• FAST-PACED READ: A plot-heavy yet character-driven story propels the
book, and well-versed readers who know what a fae’s promise to a young
fool entails will be dying to know what happens next.
• EMOTIONAL PAYOFF: Not content to be just a gripping fantasy tale, Stars
reads like a descendant of Tuck Everlasting or Stardust, creating a mood
of fragile hopes and dreams threatened by dangerous magic lurking nearby.

• comics & graphic
novels / death /
literary / anthology
• black & white art
• 270 pages
• 6.625” × 10.25”
• trade paperback
• glow-in-the-dark
cover

YOU DIED

An Anthology
of the Afterlife
Edited by Andrea Purcell and Kel McDonald

• available March
2021
• mature readers

US $20.00
CAN $26.00
978-1-945820-63-2

Death awaits
us all.

Death — the one aspect of life we all have in common — is waiting for everyone,
yet our practices, beliefs, myths, and stories about it are as diverse as we are.
YOU DIED celebrates these vibrant cultural expressions of the great equalizer
in a thrilling, life-changing whirlwind of a book, an inspirational volume to
be treasured through times of both loss and abundance (and every day in
between).
• INSPIRING THEMES: By taking the unexpected turn of celebrating death
as a natural part of life, YOU DIED is part of the growing death positivity
movement. This is an outlook that helps grieving loved ones accept death
and open a healthy, helpful dialogue about it before it happens.
• HEAVY HITTER TALENT: Features an introduction by the widely loved
activist, author, and vlogger Caitlyn Doughty (From Here to Eternity, Will
My Cat Eat My Eyeballs?), a story by best-selling comics phenom Raina
Telgemeier (Smile, Guts), and contributions by some of the industry’s
brightest lights and new talent, including Lisa Sterle (Long Lost) and Shae
Beagle (Moonstruck). YOU DIED continues the Iron Circus tradition of
surveying the next generation of graphic novelists for stores and libraries
who like to stay ahead of the trends.
• EDUCATIONAL CONTENT: Although not specifically a young readers title,
the anthology features so many expressions of different traditions, myths,
legends, and folktales that it can enrich any classroom discussion about
global cultural practices.
• BROAD TONAL RANGE: YOU DIED has many touching autobiographical
tales, but its dozens of creators also embrace science fiction, history, ancient
myths, folklore, gothic ghost stories, and literary realism, for a rich, diverse
reading experience.
• CROSS-SHELVING POTENTIAL: Both a literary graphic novel and a book
about accepting death, YOU DIED can liven up graphic novel collections and
grief/wellness sections. It’s a work of comfort and celebration that can help
anyone looking for a non-academic guide to grappling with grief and loss.

Backlist
The Art of Kaneoya Sachiko
Illustrated by Kaneoya Sachiko
Japanese artist Kaneoya Sachiko creates animeinspired art that explores the monstrous and romantic,
the submissive and aggressive, the inescapable . . .
and the irresistible.

978-1-945820-22-9

US $35.00
CAN $45.00

As the Crow Flies

Written and illustrated by Melanie Gillman

Charlie Lamonte is thirteen years old, queer, black,
and questioning what was once a firm belief in God.
So naturally, she’s spending a week of her summer
vacation stuck at an all-white Christian youth backpacking
camp. Excellence in Graphic Literature Award and
Stonewall Honor Book 2018.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-1-945820-06-9

Banned Book Club
Written by Kim Hyun Sook and Ryan Estrada, illustrated by Ko Hyung-Ju

The gripping true story of a South Korean woman’s
student days under an authoritarian regime in the early
1980s, and how she defied state censorship through the
rebellion of reading.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-42-7

The Chancellor and the Citadel
Written and illustrated by Maria Frantz
The world is over. All that remains is the Citadel, and the
Chancellor who protects it. But what can she do when
a mob is convinced she brought the world to ruin in the
first place, and are determined to make her pay?

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-26-7

The Complete Curvy
Written and illustrated by Sylvan Migdal
The omnibus edition of Sylvan Migdal’s weird, sexy,
hilarious, adorable, and relentlessly fun adult comic,
chronicling the transdimensional adventures of a licorice
princess and her human girlfriend! ADULTS ONLY.

US $50.00
CAN $64.00

978-1-945820-40-3

Crossplay

Written and illustrated by Niki Smith
Old friends and new acquaintances at an anime
convention confront their crushes, challenge their hangups, and question their identities in this erotic graphic
novel about discovering who you’re meant to be and who
you’re meant to love. ADULTS ONLY.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-14-4

FTL, Y’all!
Edited by C. Spike Trotman and Amanda Lafrenais
In this visionary science fiction anthology, a striking array
of new voices from across the field of comics tackles
humanity’s biggest questions with a disarmingly small
prompt: What would happen if we could all escape?

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-1-945820-20-5

The Girl Who Married a Skull and
Other African Stories
In this vibrant comics treasury, some of storytelling’s
finest talents reimagine classic African folktales with a
modern twist! Funny, warm, and wildly inventive, these
timeless tales are brand new all over again.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-24-3

Girls with Slingshots

Written and illustrated by Danielle Corsetto
This two-volume set collects the entire eleven-year
run of one of the most popular webcomics of all
time, portraying a close-knit group of friends as they
unsteadily and enthusiastically navigate their twenties
and beyond. MATURE READERS.

US $75.00
CAN $96.00

978-1-945820-08-3

The Harrowing of Hell
Written and illustrated by Evan Dahm
This modern reinterpretation of the apocryphal
tale of Christ’s descent into Hell after his death is a
densely illustrated allegorical tale of the world’s most
famous political revolutionary.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-44-1

How Do You Smoke a Weed?
Written and illustrated by Lin Visel and Joseph Bergin III
This practical, how-to guide to legal recreational
cannabis use covers everything from weed history
to strains, couch-locks to body highs, and edibles to
vaporizers. MATURE READERS.

US $10.00
CAN $13.00

978-1-945820-16-8

It’s Your Funeral!
Written by Emily Riesbeck, illustrated by Ellen Kramer and Matt Krotzer

A recently deceased girl and her helpful afterlife
caseworker embark on a series of hilarious mishaps and
misadventures throughout the space-time continuum as
they try to close her file so she can move on.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-52-6

The Less Than Epic
Adventures of TJ and Amal

Written and illustrated by E.K. Weaver

This endearing, sexy, hilarious romance about two total strangers
thrown together on a cross-country road trip has remained
one of our most popular titles for years. Harvey Award and
Lambda Literary Award 2016. MATURE READERS.

US $40.00
CAN $51.00

978-0-9838755-5-0

Letters for Lucardo

Written and illustrated by Otava Heikkilä
Ed Fiedler is an aging scribe in a royal palace. Lucardo
von Gishaupt is a forever-young aristocrat, and member
of the mysterious and powerful Night Court. When the
two develop feelings for one another, the line they cross
will endanger them both. ADULTS ONLY.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-04-5

Letters for Lucardo: Fortunate
Beasts
Written and illustrated by Otava Heikkilä
The second erotic graphic novel of the Letters for
Lucardo series, a saga about the dangerous love
between human and superhuman. ADULTS ONLY.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-04-5

The Lonesome Era
Written and illustrated by Jon Allen
A sweet, funny, queer coming-of-age story
about unrequited love, being trapped in a
nowhere town, teenaged tomfoolery, death
metal shows, and barf.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-1-945820-38-0

Meal
Written by Blue Delliquanti and Soleil Ho, illustrated by
Blue Delliquanti
A story of dreams, love, and entomophagy, Meal is
about a young chef determined to make her mark on the
cutting edge of cookery with her insect-based creations.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-30-4

Minus
Written and illustrated by Lisa Naffziger
A taut suspense thriller that challenges perceptions
of family and identity, Minus is a coming-of-age tale
where a teen’s new discoveries might be best kept in the
shadows.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-32-8

New World

Edited by C. Spike Trotman
This anthology of science fiction and fantasy focuses on
culture clash, exploring what happens when different
civilizations, worlds, and species meet.It revels in the
wonder of the new, but reminds us that one person’s
adventure can be a whole community’s tragedy.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-0-9708731-7-0

The Nixie of the Mill-Pond and
Other European Stories
Edited by Kel McDonald, Kate Ashwin
In this high-spirited and hilarious comics collection, some
of storytelling’s finest talents reimagine classic European
folktales with a modern twist.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-54-0

Penultimate Quest
Written and illustrated by Lars Brown
In this witty, genre-bending tale of magic, mystery,
and philosophy, young warriors must learn the
difference between diversion and escape as they try
to break a cycle of endless, pointless adventures.

US $25.00
CAN $32.00

978-1-945820-50-2

Poorcraft

Written by C. Spike Trotman, illustrated by Diana Nock
Whether you’re new to independent living, a recent
college graduate or just downshifting to a simpler
lifestyle, Poorcraft can help you with everything from
finding a home to finding a hobby, dinner to debt relief,
education to entertainment.

US $10.00
CAN $13.00

978-1-945820-01-4

Poorcraft: Wish You Were Here

Written by Ryan Estrada, illustrated by Diana Nock
From renting a room to packing your bag, from finding
the best food to living abroad full time, this followup to the original Poorcraft offers tested wisdom for
globetrotting on the cheap, proving that you don’t have
to be wealthy to see the world.

US $10.00
CAN $13.00

978-0-9708731-5-6

Rice Boy
Written and illustrated by Evan Dahm
Rice Boy is a tiny, humble creature. The One Electronic—
an enigmatic mechanical man—has tasked him with the
fulfillment of an ancient prophecy. But there’s no way he
can accomplish this: He is just Rice Boy.

US $30.00
CAN $40.00

978-1-945820-10-6

Shadoweyes: Volume One

Written and illustrated by Sophie Campbell
This is the story of an adorably monstrous vigilante
in a futuristic dystopia, packed with gorgeous art and
teenaged drama. It’s about being young, being different,
finding your identity, making friends, losing friends, and
making a difference.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-0-9890207-2-5

The Sleep of Reason

Edited by C. Spike Trotman
This anthology comic of horror tales eschews
conventional terrors, and instead offers twenty-six
unsettling stories of weird and original dread: stories
of infection, isolation, and alienation that give us new
reasons to be afraid. MATURE READERS.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-0-9708731-1-8

Softies: Stuff That Happens After
the World Blows Up
Written and illustrated by Kyle Smeallie
The planet Earth had been destroyed! But that can’t
stop its sole survivor and her newfound alien pals from
having weird, wild, surprisingly touching adventures.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-48-9

Something Terrible
Written and illustrated by Dean Trippe
This short story follows the effects of childhood
abuse into adult life, challending the Cycle of Abuse
theory with the message of all good superhero
stories: “You are who you choose to be.”

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-0-9890207-5-6

Student Ambassador: The Missing
Dragon
Written by Ryan Estrada, illustrated by Axu Eneas
A whip-smart student ambassador on a high-stakes
diplomatic mission to a far away land teams up with boy
king on a globe-trotting action-adventure mystery!

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-60-1

Tamamo the Fox Maiden and
Other Asian Stories
Edited by C. Spike Trotman, Kate Ashwin, and Kel McDonald

Vengeful spirits, flying ogres, helpful teapots, and
trickster tigers? That’s just the start of this lively collection
of Asian folktales, reimagined and retold in comics!

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-1-945820-34-2

Templar, Arizona: The Great
Outdoors
Written and illustrated by C. Spike Trotman
Slice-of-life culture fiction in a slightly alternate
history, starring a guy who’s trying to find himself by
running away from himself.

US $12.00
CAN $15.00

978-0-9794080-0-7

Templar, Arizona: The Mob Goes
Wild
Written and illustrated by C. Spike Trotman
The second book in the Templar series features
recreational mob violence, illegal street sports, and
hijinks at the porn shop. MATURE READERS.

US $12.00
CAN $15.00

978-0-9794080-1-4

Templar, Arizona: And a Stick to
Beat the Devil With
Written and illustrated by C. Spike Trotman
The third book in the Templar series features a
rooftop meet-cute, a giant family of cultists, and the
punishment of a good deed. MATURE READERS.

US $12.00
CAN $15.00

978-0-9794080-2-1

Templar, Arizona: Trouble Every
Day
Written and illustrated by C. Spike Trotman
The fourth book in the Templar series features a
juvenile police record, a distressing public fetish, and
a seriously dire mistake. MATURE READERS.

US $12.00
CAN $15.00

978-0-9794080-3-8

Tim’rous Beastie

Edited by Amanda Lafrenais
Tim’rous Beastie features tales of brave and imperiled
critters defying their size and place in the natural order,
and was inspired by Watership Down, The Rats of NIMH,
the Redwall series, and other stories about tiny lives in a
big, big world.

US $30.00
CAN $38.00

978-1-945820-12-0

Yes, Roya

Written by C. Spike Trotman, illustrated by Emilee Denich
This erotic graphic novel is set in 1963 California, and
features a three-way femdom relationship between one
woman and two men. It skips the leather-and-chains
pageantry, and focuses instead on the true bonds
between the three partners. ADULTS ONLY.

US $15.00
CAN $19.00

978-0-9890207-6-3

The Iron Circus Story
Iron Circus Comics is Chicago’s largest
alternative comics publisher.
Owned and operated by C. Spike Trotman, ICC was founded
in the spring of 2007 to publish the print edition of Spike’s
webcomic, the eccentric and acclaimed Templar, Arizona.
We have since gone on to revitalize the small press world with
collaborative anthologies like the Smut Peddler collections,
The Sleep of Reason, and New World, as well as creatorowned works like As the Crow Flies by Melanie Gillman, and
The Less Than Epic Adventures of TJ and Amal by E.K.
Weaver.
The Templar, Arizona print runs were crowd-funded before
“crowdfunding” was a thing, and we were quick to adopt
Kickstarter as a major component of our publishing process.
To date, we’ve run 28 successful Kickstarter campaigns and
earned over a million dollars on the platform.
Dedicated to publishing strange and amazing comics,
amplifying unique voices, and giving artists a fair deal,
ICC has blazed the trail for the small-press crowdfunding
renaissance, inventing the now-standard creator bonus model
and normalizing the pre-order project for small and mid-sized
publishers.

website: ironcircus.com
contact: inquiry@ironcircus.com

